Objective: To investigate the concept of hope for families and pediatric health care professionals during a child's serious illness.

Design: Eight focus groups.

Setting: Academic pediatric medical center.

Participants: Bereaved parents, pediatricians, pediatric residents, and nurses (N=39).

Intervention: Participants were asked standardized questions related to their definition of hope, its role in medical decisions, and the benefits and detriments of hope in focus group sessions.

Main Outcome Measures: We identified attributes of participants' concepts of hope using qualitative analysis of audio-taped sessions.

Results: While all participants identified common elements in their definition of hope, parents identified their role as bearers of hope; it was a cornerstone of decision making. Health care professionals tended to view hope as related to a positive outcome. Some physicians reported difficulty in maintaining hope in the face of prognostic data; others acknowledged the importance of the family's hope. Nurses identified particular challenges around parents' decisions to continue treatment when it prolonged the child's suffering. All participants noted the changing nature of hope and its implications for care.

Conclusions: The tension between maintaining hope and accepting the reality of the prognosis may lessen when acknowledging that parents see their role as bearers of hope. Supporting families around the changing nature of hope may allow health care professionals to partner with parents while maintaining honest communication.
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All participants consistently identified the following common themes in defining the concept of hope: association with positive outcome, future oriented, coping strategy, relation to spirituality, and a concept innate to human nature. Examples of their statements are found in Table 2.

**RESULTS**

**DEFINING HOPE**

The 2 themes that emerged in response to this question were balancing hope with accepting the reality of the prognosis and without prolonging the patient’s suffering.

**Theme 1: Balancing Hope With Accepting the Reality of the Prognosis**

Parents explicitly addressed this theme in their comments. One mother stated,

> Hope was the cornerstone in all of our medical decisions. Hope was the source of being able to rise above your physical and mental limitation under all that amount of stress. . . . You could do it because you were hoping if you just took good care of him and you did everything you were supposed to in making the right decisions, he’d do all right.

Some parents described the necessity of having hope as part of their role as a parent:

> There is hope here even though it’s pretty dire. And that definitely affected the decisions we made. . . . My job was to have that hope and be a positive influence.

Our role [as a parent] is different. Our role is to protect our child and do every last thing for our child. . . . having lost our child, you have the long burden of grief. . . . parents live with these decisions so you have to make sure you do everything possible.

Parents also tended not to view this theme in tension (ie, an “either/or” situation) but were able to maintain these elements as coexisting variables. One father stated,

> It wasn’t really a point of giving up hope but acceptance of the outcome.

On the other hand, health care professionals did note tension in trying to balance hope with accepting the reality of the prognosis. One attending physician stated,

> It’s a challenge to the health care team if there is a discrepancy in hope which sees the prognostic sense, and as long as it doesn’t interfere with the way in which the health care team is able to go about its work. . . .

Another attending physician acknowledged,

> I think it’s hard to maintain hope, trying to pay attention to what you know.

Nurses worried that parents were hopeful because they had not been given honest information. Two nurses stated,

> A lot of times I think when they have hope that’s unrealistic they just don’t have a true understanding of what’s going on.

As long as they are very aware that what they hope for might not happen but still they want to focus on their hope, I think it’s a wonderful thing. I have a harder time when they either refuse or have not been explained the real picture of what’s going on.
Theme 2: Balancing Hope Without Prolonging the Patient’s Suffering

This second theme of balancing hope without prolonging the patient’s suffering was not a universal theme for parents, but many spoke about it poignantly. One mother stated,

I didn’t want to keep it longer than I needed to . . . I think it’s hard to differentiate your hope as a parent and the real hope for the child.

Two other mothers described this tension specifically in terms of selfishness:

You hope that he gets better and you pray that they do the next step and then you realize that a lot of that is you selfishly wanting him to be here or wanting your child to make it no matter what . . . So it’s not giving up hope, it’s getting to that place where you know you’re praying for them to be there selfishly and their life wouldn’t be right just to stay here for you.

At one point it was selfish that I love you so much that I’d do anything to keep you here . . . but at what point is enough . . . enough?

This theme was shared by all health care professionals. One attending physician stated:

The situations where I’m as sure as I can be of anything that a child’s absolutely not going to survive . . . and I think the child is suffering and yet the family insists that continuing treatment is the best thing to do.

Other health care professionals were concerned that the result of continued treatment could lead to suffering for the patient. One pediatric resident stated,

My conflict, as well as the team, was a feeling that we were prolonging the suffering of the child by doing more interventions.

Nurses were more apt to discuss how they have handled providing care in the face of this tension:

The child to me was obviously suffering and needed to pass but the parents weren’t together. The father wasn’t ready at that point and mom was. I think just trying to set aside my feelings that this isn’t my child.

If the family . . . still has that hope, that’s where we need to let them go with that and this is their child . . . if they never get ready and then the child dies, well then that’s what the family needed to do. I think I’m becoming more respectful and aware of the very particular situations that each family finds themselves in.

THE ROLE OF HOPE IN COPING WITH THE ILLNESS

Health care professionals acknowledged the value of hope as a coping mechanism. Both bereaved parents and health care professionals recognized that hope is a survival tool in coping with serious illness.

Nurses noted hope’s value as a coping mechanism even if the medical team disagrees with parents’ decisions:

Their child has gone through such suffering this year and it has been very hard to watch and their hope hasn’t accepted any refocusing. It’s like a hold . . . armor of coping mechanism. It’s been hard for all of us on the team to be able to . . . accept that this is how they’re coping, that we have to respect it and travel with them.

I actually hear a lot of our parents say, “I just have to hope” and I think they know that there really is not good reason to hope but they decide to do that anyway because that’s the way they’re going to survive.

One resident stated,

If I could put myself in the position of the family . . . I can see that I would adhere much more to hope than I do as a practitioner.

Parents also noted how hope helped them to cope with their child’s illness:

I just lived. We just lived for each moment and everything and it’s okay. You just finally say it’s okay even when it’s not okay . . . you just have to find someone, as sad as it may sound, worse off than you.

THE CHANGING NATURE OF HOPE

All participant groups noted ways that hope changes over the course of illness beyond an expectational hope for a physical cure for the child to a desirability hope. These desirability hopes might be related to hoping the child lives long enough to accomplish a goal or see a specific person. As one attending physician noted:

Hope for some of those families meant something very different . . . if they could hope that the baby would live long enough that the grandparents could see it, or that the mother could hold it, that was enough and so sometimes I think we think of it in big-picture terms but for the families even a small part of hope is enough.
The shift in hope could also be related to factors after the patient’s death as evidenced in these statements from a parent and a nurse, respectively:

Hope changed from earthly hope to a heavenly hope when my daughter says she was going to heaven and at that time she would have new legs and she would dance.

Hope lasts until even after a child dies,... but then parents tend to hope that all their friends come to the funeral, hope they’re remembered in certain ways so I don’t think hope is ever gone.

The overall theme that emerged from this question about the changing nature of hope was that physicians and nurses see it as their role to facilitate a shift in the focus of hope (Table 3).

### Table 3. Quotes From Participants About the Changing Nature of Hope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“I feel like I’ve done my job well in facilitating the kind of change of hope, to help a family come to acceptance... sort of new understanding and new hope.” (nurse)</td>
<td>&quot;Every patient should have some level of hope, hope for the final days, so I think physicians have a role for hope in terms of guiding the parents to the appropriate level of hope.&quot; (pediatric resident)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“If there’s just nothing more you can do and death is imminent, just help them focus their energies on being with their child, doing everything that they can for their child while he’s still here.” (nurse)</td>
<td>“I think we can try to channel hope into different corridors.” (pediatric resident)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It comes down to helping them understand what their hope is... that their hope can be for their child to die and help making it be the best experience that it can be.” (nurse)</td>
<td>“Every patient should have some level of hope, hope for the final days, so I think physicians have a role for hope in terms of guiding the parents to the appropriate level of hope.” (pediatric resident)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the concept of hope from the perspective of bereaved parents, physicians, and nurses during a child’s serious illness. The nature of hope is complex. Even though all participants identified the same common elements in their definitions of hope, parents and health care professionals approach hope differently in the context of a child’s serious illness. While all participants were questioned about the same dynamics of hope, parents and health care professionals diverged on how they emphasized and endorsed different aspects of hope. Health care professionals described a tension between the emotional aspect of hope and intellectual understanding of the prognosis. They seem to approach hope related to a child’s serious illness from the association with a positive outcome, such as a physical cure. Physicians desired that parents should acknowledge the possibility of a negative outcome if they were still going to hope and nurses feared that parents had not received accurate information about the prognosis, concluding that if parents had done so, they would have made a choice to stop treatment. However, parents spoke about their role as bearers of hope and protectors of their children, which could indicate they are operating from the concept of hope as an innate aspect of humanness and parenthood. Many of the parents seemed able to acknowledge the emotional component of hope while still understanding the intellectual prognosis and did not see these states in competition with each other.

The culture of health care seems to have led to the idea of the “medical” value of hope as a means to prolong life. Schneiderman feels an essential task for physicians in the modern era is to discard the conventional, narrow view of hope as a means to prolong life, 12(p236)

Indeed, while health care professionals tended to view the balance of hope with accepting the reality of the illness in tension and conversely related to the prognosis, parents from this study tended to view these elements as coexisting variables and as part of their role as parents for the duration of their child’s life.

It seems crucial then that health care professionals understand both their own framework for hope, as well as how each individual family approaches hope. In ethics literature, explanatory frameworks suggest hope stems from people’s worldview of beliefs, values, and behaviors. A disparity between the explanatory frameworks of parents and health care professionals can lead to tension in the relationship, illustrated by some of the comments from health care professionals in our focus groups. In addition, even the language we use for treatment may compound the relational tensions, as medical treatment is now often referred to as medical care. Therefore, suggestions to stop treatment may be perceived by parents as suggestions to stop caring for the child.13

While there are some validated scales about assessing hopefulness, they were developed to address individual hope in a terminally ill adult patient, not parents of a terminally ill child.7,14,15 The viewpoint may differ since a patient can make his or her own decisions while a parent must make decisions for their child by proxy, suggesting a different level of decision making. Clinical care and communication may benefit by the development of a scale to measure hopefulness in parents and the explanatory framework that underpins their beliefs and decisions in order to foster a therapeutic relationship between parents and health care professionals. Another way to account for the different emphases of the dynamics of hope that emerged for parents and health care professionals can be found in the nursing literature from the Mishel theory of uncertainty. The premise is that an uncertain prognosis can be viewed as a threat or an opportunity.16 Health care professionals tend to view uncertain prognoses as a threat (and therefore want parents to acknowledge the possible negative outcome), while parents view the uncertain prognoses as an opportunity or possibility for a good outcome (therefore holding on to hope for their child). Since it is very difficult to prognose serious illness in children, some propose that in the face of uncertainty “hope is always warranted.”17

The other aspect that arose from how hope affects medical decisions was the balance between maintaining hope without prolonging the patient’s suffering. Some parents viewed hope as selfish if it led to their child experiencing continued painful interventions and the health care professionals identified the potential for prolonged suffering as a challenge for their practice.

So how can parents and health care professionals communicate most effectively around the concept of hope? Par-
Participants in these focus groups identified the changing nature of hope as one bridge. In shifting from “expectational” to “desirable” hopes, the focus moved beyond physical cure to manageable goals. Indeed, the strategy of goal-directed interventions around hope has been studied with adult patients and redefining hope is a suggested intervention for nurses to support families and for physicians, as an effective communication strategy.

Another strategy is to communicate with parents about hoping for the best, yet preparing for the worst. This allows for balance between the parents’ hopes for their child and the health care professionals’ desire that families understand the probable realistic outcome. Included in this strategy would be to confirm that the parents understand what was communicated by the health care professionals. Part of the tension, especially for nurses, is wondering whether the conversations have happened and that the parents have understood the information shared. Communication strategies could be used, such as asking parents to repeat back what was described or to share their understanding of the situation. Thus, if parents could repeat back what the physician told them, it would ensure they did indeed receive accurate information. The next crucial step would be to communicate this conversation with the interdisciplinary team so that all members would be aware of the conversation and decisions made.

The sample size was small and the focus groups were limited to 1 institution so results may not be generalizable. Participation in the focus groups was voluntary so opinions of those who chose not to participate could reveal very different themes. While the facilitation of the focus groups allowed everyone to speak, it is possible that a group setting may have deterred some participants from expressing their views or their thoughts may have been modified by the opinions of others. However, all members were given opportunities to share additional opinions and viewpoints. Future focus groups might benefit from having members of the different participant groups present within the group, as well as expanding the health care professionals who participate to include other interdisciplinary team members, such as social workers, chaplains, and child life specialists.

The concept of hope is a complex factor in caring for children with serious illness. Understanding that parents do not see a tension between maintaining hope and accepting a poor prognosis may alleviate concerns for health care professionals. Helping health care providers to understand that families may be able to maintain both their emotional necessity to have hope and understand the intellectual concept of the prognosis may help alleviate the tension. Supporting families around the changing nature of hope may be a bridge for health care professionals to partner with parents while maintaining honest and accurate information. Our data serve as a background on which future research can build. This could include surveying participants to determine which concepts of hope are operational within their role as health care professional or parent, exploring ways to assess and communicate a family’s explanatory framework about hope to the health care team, and developing educational interventions for health care professionals to minimize the tensions that can exist. Examination of this complex topic may lead to better healing, communication, and support within the health care partnership.
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